7 ESSENTIAL
PERSONALIZED EMAILS
FOR E-COMMERCE
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The importance of
personalization
For Retail & E-Commerce companies, email is a very important marketing
channel. Email accounts for 14-17% of digital marketing budgets, second
only to search marketing, and drives a higher share of revenue relative to
spend.
However, marketers are often frustrated about the poor response rates
from email. The typical e-commerce email only drives 0.1-0.2 orders per
1000 emails sent, assuming an open rate of 20%, a click rate of 20% of
opens (or 4% of sends), and a 2.5-5% conversion rate.
Marketers who send hyper-personalized emails are able to drive 3-10X
higher conversions. You can get started by learning these seven essential
personalized emails for E-Commerce.
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7 Personalized Emails

what

who

when

1

Abandoned-browse
recommendations

Recommend
content that
similar users liked

Users who viewed
a few products
recently

1 day after the
user viewed
products

2

Post purchase
recommendations using
Collaborative Filtering

Recommendations
based on items
purchased

Users who recently
made a purchase

1-3 days after the
shipment
is delivered

3
4

5

6
7
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Category Affinity

Recommendations from
preffered categories

Users who have
shown a strong
browsing & buying
preference for a
few categories

Recurring
weekly emails

Items that have
been newly added,
or are converting the
best recently, in
categories that the
user is interested in

All users

Recurring weekly
emails, as well
as new subscriber
welcome emails

Items that the user
recently saw or
added to cart or
searched for

Users who searched
or added to cart
recently but did not
complete their
purchase

1-3 days after the
abandoned action

Replenishment
reminders

For items that get
re-purchased a lot
(e.g staples and
grocery), remind users
to “buy it again”

Users who have
purchased
items that are
often repurchased

Based on purchase
frequency analysis

Content update alerts

Alerts for changes in
price or availability
of items favorite
by users: price drops,
“back in stock”,
“last few left”

Users who have
added items to
wish-list, or
subscribed to
out-of-stock alerts

As and when content
updates happen

New & trending
Content from Relevant
Categories

Re-targeting

Abandoned-browse
Recommendations
Only a small fraction (2-5%) of website and app sessions result in a
purchase. You can re-engage the remaining majority of users by
recommending items related to the products, brands or categories
that the users browsed. There are multiple ways to automate
targeted recommendations: ranging from “collaborative filtering”
(i.e. “people who viewed these also liked”) to recommending
bestsellers from the same categories or brands as the user’s
browsed products.
As an example, see this email from Amazon sent to a user who was
browsing fitness gear, with a focus on the Sugoi brand:
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Post purchase
Recommendations
Right after a customer makes a purchase is another good time to
recommend related items using Collaborative Filtering, or
best-selling items from the same category or brand. You can do this
in one of two ways: including recommendations in your order
confirmation emails, as well as by automating post-purchase
marketing emails with recommendations. Check out the following
examples:
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Category
& Brand Affinities
Users who have not recently visited your website/app can be
recommended content based on the categories they have shown a
special interest in, either by buying or browsing within those
categories. However, keep in mind, that finding categories of
interest for any user involves looking at the behavior of all users
and normalizing the preferences; for instance, in a grocery
shopping setting, if a user has purchased milk, it doesn’t indicate a
special affinity towards milk since everyone purchases that.
Here is an example of an email targeting a customer’s category
preferences:
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New & Trending Content
in Relevant Categories
New and trending content in relevant categories can be very
effective at engaging users. In order to automate these emails, you
need to analyze user preferences for categories, and automatically
detect the “hottest” items. “Hottest” can be computed as either
“best selling”, or even better, “ best converting” items.
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Retargeting
Re-targeting users with items they recently saw or added to cart is another form of personalized
email that converts really well. You could also add recommendations of best converting items from the
same category. Here is a basic form of a re-targeting email without recommendations:
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Replenishment Reminders
Another useful form of automated and personalized emails involves reminding users of items they
have purchased that are frequently purchased again by other users. Automating these emails
involves analyzing the purchase history of every user, and developing automated recommendations
for users who have purchased one of these items that are bought repeatedly.
For instance, take a look at this email from Amazon:
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Wishlist & Favorite Alerts
People often add items to their Wishlists or Favorites, intending to purchase these items later. Alerting users when there’s a price change in these items, or when they are about to run out of stock is a
great way to drive personalized email engagement.
As an example, see this price drop notification email from Amazon:
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Launching Personalized Campaigns with Blueshift
Blueshift makes it extremely easy to launch various forms of personalized campaigns, on
multiple channels including emails and push notifications.
First, create a dynamic segment of users you would like to target:

Then, customize your marketing templates using one of Blueshift’s several
personalization options:
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Launch and Measure Campaigns in Real-Time
With Blueshift, you can launch & test automated campaigns instantly, and track real-time
results:

Blueshift is already integrated with your favorite marketing tools: tag managers, ESPs, push
notification providers & more
Selected Data
Integrations

Selected Delivery
Integrations
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